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the practice of designing 
interactive digital products, 
environments, systems, and 
services

what is interaction design?



interaction design includes any aspects of 
the design that impact usability

interaction design vs. visual design

interaction 
design 

visual 
design 



where does it fit in the process?

Empathize!

Define! Prototype!

Test!

Ideate!



where does it fit in the process?



interaction design principles



A high percentage of effects in any large system are 
caused by a low percentage of variables. Also know 
as Pareto’s Principle. – Universal Principles of Design

“Users use 20% of the features 80% of the time.”

80/20 rule

Ribbon in Microsoft Office 2007





80/20 rule: CS247 microwave redesign

removed unnecessary 
buttons
only functionality to 
increase time

most important buttons 
larger



80/20 rule: cross-platform design



actionable properties 
between the world and 
an actor
introduced to the 
design field by Don 
Norman


affordance



affordance



what are the 
affordances?



The usability of a system is improved when similar parts 
are expressed in similar ways.
But do not compromise clarity or usability for consistency.
- Universal Principles of Design

consistency



consistency: design patterns

Google Material Design pattern: search

Design patterns are 
conventions and best 
practices. 
 
“A formal way of 
documenting a solution 
to a common design 
problem.” - Wikipedia 



consistency: filter patterns

airbnb yelp amazon



•  indication that something has happened
•  every action should have some acknowledgment of 

that action

feedback



feedback: progress indicators



feedback: confirmation screens



The time required to move to a target is a function of the 
target size and distance to the target. – Paul Fitts

Fitts’s Law

A call to action button is 
usually large and eye-
catching to make it faster 
and easier to click. 



Fitts’s Law: edges & corners are big targets



reducing clicks



reducing clicks



UIE Group did a study to test the 3-click rule. They reviewed 
the data from a study where 44 users attempted 620 tasks.





Result: No, not all tasks need to be completed in 3 steps. 





Should all pages be accessible in 3 clicks?

https://articles.uie.com/three_click_rule/ 



“What really counts here is ease of 
navigation...If you don’t make the user think 
about the clicks, they won’t mind having a few 
extra clicks.” – Zoltan Gocza from UX Myths


Should all pages be accessible in 3 clicks?

source: http://uxmyths.com/post/654026581/myth-all-pages-should-be-accessible-in-3-clicks 





structure and layout



visual hierarchy and reading order

source: http://52weeksofux.com/post/443828775/visual-hierarchy 





reading order pillars

1. size
2. color
3. layout
4. spacing
5. style

source: http://thenextweb.com/dd/2015/04/30/the-5-pillars-of-visual-hierarchy-in-web-design/#gref 



•  category
•  time
•  location
•  continuum
•  alphabet
The fallback order is alphabetical order.

5 ways to organize information (five hat racks)

Source: Universal Principles of Design 



progressive disclosure"




A relationship between 
controls and their 
movements or effects. 
Good mapping between 
controls and their effects 
results in greater ease of 
use. – Universal Principles 
of Design

mapping



mapping – which knob goes to each burner?



mapping – better knob & burner mapping



before – creating a sales plan



after – creating a sales plan



alignment and grids
Nothing should be placed on the page 
arbitrarily. Every item should have a visual 
connection with something else on the page. - 
Robin Williams



alignment and grids



alignment and grids: responsive design



examples







example:



example:



references



practical advice for forms
•  How can I increase form 

conversion?
•  How should I align labels?
•  How should I handle ghost text?
http://www.lukew.com/

Web Form Design by Luke Wroblewski



How do you decide?

example: How should you indicate required and optional fields?"




How do you decide?
Check LukeW!
“Including the phrase 
‘optional’ after a label is 
much clearer than any 
visual symbol you could 
use to mean the same 
thing.”


example: How should you indicate required and optional fields?"




Edward Tufte on visualizing information

How should I 
design a bar 

chart? 



Source: The Visual Display of Quantitative Information by Edward R. Tufte

Edward Tufte on visualizing information

typical bar chart erase box erase vertical axis, except ticks 

add white grid to replace 
tick marks 

erase baseline, bottom 
of bars define endpoint 

still, a thin baseline looks good 



•  Universal Principles of Design by Lidwell, 
Holden, and Butler

•  Designing for Interaction by Dan Saffer
•  The Non-Designer’s Design Book by Robin 

Williams
•  Don’t Make Me Think by Steve Krug 

other reference books



•  inspiration
– https://www.pinterest.com/timoa
– http://pttrns.com/

•  icon resources
– Noun Project
– FontAwesome

inspiration and resources



Sketch ideas on 
your own for 
redesigning this UI.
Get together with 
your group to 
review and discuss.

exercise: redesign Yahoo Shopping






